The Art Light
Featuring the best and latest technology in low-energy LED light heads,
The Art Light provides the whole picture lighting solution which is capable of customisation
to suit almost any size and type of art canvas.

Excellent Colour Rendering : No Heat or UV : Discreet and Elegant
Low Energy : Minimal Maintenance : Wide Range of Options
LIGHTS THE WHOLE PAINTING – FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
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Why is The Art Light so special?
Drawing on years of experience and specialist work with art collections around the world,
and combining the best in cutting-edge technology and flexible design, The Art Light has
been specially developed to deliver the following benefits:
High-quality lighting that properly enhances all colours
Light that is free from all damaging heat or ultra-violet rays
Long life LED lamps that require the minimum of maintenance
Very low power consumption, and dimmable
Sleek profile with concealed light heads
Wide range of size and finish options available as standard
Adjustable lensed heads to direct light across the whole painting
Flexible for reconfiguration to accommodate changing needs
Bespoke customisation to suit all requirements
Fixtures which are cool and safe to handle for custom focusing

Whatever is required will be calculated by us and delivered to you, ready for simple
installation. It is also our pleasure to provide a fully bespoke service of on-site consultancy,
installation and focusing depending on your requirements.

So how does The Art Light differ from other picture lights?

Traditional Picture Light

Unlit

The Art Light

Say ‘goodbye’ to:
the shiny foreheads and over-exposed cloudy skies while the rest of the painting subsides
into indistinct gloom and colourless shadow;
the distracting and damaging hot-spots associated with traditional tungsten filament lamps;
the maintenance hassles to deal with erratic lamp failures and the carting around of
cumbersome ladders for re-lamping;
the chilly blue hues delivered by standard LED striplights which bleach out rich colours and
flatten a painting’s profile.

Instead, say ‘hello’ to beautifully illuminated fine art with The Art Light.

Unique Flexibility of The Art Light
The Art Light features a unique combination of lensed LED heads which can be:

Selectively
positioned
across the span
of the picture;

Available –
interchangeably
– in several
beam spread
profiles;

Adjusted in
aspect against
the face of the
painting.

These features give unprecedented control over the distribution and uniformity of the light
coverage and, in combination with a range of supporting arm sizes, mean that The Art Light
can be tailored to suit any piece of art, however large or small.
Its inherent features also mean that The Art Light can be successfully transferred between
paintings of different shapes and sizes with a simple re-configuration and re-alignment of
the lensed LED heads – so they are re-usable and transportable, time and time again.
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